Inspiring design,
beautifully made

REHAU Windows,
doors and conservatories
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Whatever the style of your property,
REHAU offer the right products
to suit your home.

Time to feel the difference
We know changing the fabric of your house is
a big decision. But we guarantee it is one you
won’t regret with REHAU’s unbeatable selection
of replacement window, door and conservatory
systems.

This brochure shows how you can make the
most of your home using REHAU’s established
quality. It explains the benefits of modern uPVC,
including how to maximise energy efficiency
and save money.

Advances in the development of uPVC, along
with REHAU’s cutting edge technology and
attention to detail means there has never been
a better time to experience the feeling REHAU
products will bring to your home.

Time to explore.
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WINDOWS
& DOORS

There’s a REHAU window and door
system to suit every style of property,
from traditional to contemporary
and every installation requirement.
Whatever you want...
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Window and door systems that
work for you and your home.

The choice is yours
There are casement windows, bay windows,
cottage style windows, windows that tilt and turn,
or heritage vertical sliding sash windows. Doors
come in all shapes, sizes and styles: composite
doors, French doors, stable doors, patio doors,
multi-fold doors; and of course there are
conservatories and porches.
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The quality of the uPVC means
they’ll look like new for years.

Every colour shines
Our extensive range of coloured profiles allows
you to choose a colour scheme for the windows
and doors in your property. The choices available
include an attractive range of 22 woodgrain effect
finishes inlcuding the ever popular Golden Oak
and traditional colours such as Chartwell Green
and Wine Red. For a beautifully smooth finish and
a wide range of over 150 RAL colours, choose
the REHAU Acryl II coating system. (For more
information ask to see our Colour Brochure).
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The quality of REHAU uPVC means all of the
windows and doors are virtually maintenance
free and have a smooth gloss finish. They’ll
never warp, rot or need painting. All you’ll need
to do to keep them looking great is give them
an occasional wipe with warm, soapy water.
They’ll look like new for years.
Enduring quality across the full spectrum.

If ever there was a time to choose
uPVC it’s now.

Replace, regenerate
Over forty years of uPVC window technology
has produced a new generation of beautiful
designs and enduring quality. There’s a whole
array of styles, colours and designs out there
to suit every house.

Not only that, REHAU’s highly durable
uPVC window and door systems combine
outstanding standards in energy efficiency
and performance. You’re no longer restricted
by a lack of variety. There’s no compromise.
The best of both worlds.
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Choosing replacement windows or doors
in uPVC helps to make a home more energy
efficient and reduces heating costs.

Saving energy, cutting costs
Windows are now assessed with an easy to
recognise A-G Energy rating, similar to that
used on household applicances like fridges,
dishwashers and washing machines. For any
technical requirements, their ‘U’ value can also
be made available.
Windows manufactured from REHAU systems can
proudly display the Energy Saving Recommended
logo because they meet the highest A-C ratings
(further information is available at www.bfrc.org).
REHAU’s uPVC windows, when installed with
the appropriate glazing unit, also comply with the
latest building regulations and score highly
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on the energy assessment needed should
you wish to sell your home.
REHAU’s commitment goes beyond just
producing energy efficient windows in the
most environmentally friendly way possible.
They are also one of the leading manufacturers
of renewable energy-systems and their product
range includes ground to air heat exchangers,
ground source energy probes and rainwater
conservation tanks supplied to both domestic
and commercial sectors.
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Not only can you see the difference,
you can hear it too.

Keeping the peace

Just imagine. Windows and doors that help you
listen to what you want to; especially if all you
want is peace and quiet.
One of the most immediate benefits of choosing
uPVC replacement windows and doors is the
peace and quiet that they bring.

All REHAU window and door systems can radically
reduce outdoor noise levels, by having double
glazed, and even better still, triple glazed
sealed units and low air transmittance that
can bring down the noise levels in your home
by as much as a half.
Keep outside noise out.
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You can be sure of feeling well
protected with REHAU’s uPVC
windows and door systems.

Safe and sound

Security for you and your home is paramount
with REHAU. Their window and door systems
are made from only the highest quality uPVC
and designed to provide rigidity and strength,
and to allow the highest performance locking
mechanisms to be fitted.

REHAU’s window and door systems all comply
with BS7950 and PAS 23/24 standards
governing security and are able to achieve
Secured by Design certification. They are also
approved by the London Housing Consortium
and by Birmingham City Laboratories – two of the
most exacting public sector specification authorities.
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Some of the many reasons
REHAU means quality.

Setting standards
As well as meeting Energy Saving standards,
REHAU’s main UK systems have been tested
in accordance with, and meet the highest
requirements of BS 7412 for weather
performance and air leakage.

They are kitemarked to BS EN12608 for extrusion
standards (Licence No.13358), which incorporates
BS EN ISO 9001 for company procedures.
And of course they comply with the necessary
building regulations.
Because quality counts.
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CONSERVATORIES

Whatever style, size, design and finish
you choose, REHAU conservatories
bring new life and energy to any home.
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You can breathe fresh life into your
home with a conservatory.

Bringing the
outside inside
A conservatory gives you room to relax,
room to dine and room to work or play. You get
the appeal of being outdoors with the comfort
and convenience of being inside – all year round.
A perfect way to give you space, to add a new
dimension to your life and to your home.

They’re designed by professionals and built
by local craftsmen, expertly constructed to
your personal requirements using only the
finest REHAU window and door systems,
and can accommodate any of the major
conservatory roof systems available on the
market today.
Not only will your conservatory stay looking
good for years to come, but they’re guaranteed
to match your needs perfectly.
Extending possibilities.
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Whatever your space, there’s a huge
variety of conservatory styles on offer.

Space for
everyone

Whatever your space – country cottage, period
property, barn conversion or bungalow, large or
small – there’s a huge variety of conservatory
styles on offer to suit every home, every taste
and every pocket. Traditional Victorian,
Edwardian or contemporary in style – your
conservatory can be tailored to your individual
needs, creating your own ideal space.
Whatever style, size, design and finish you choose,
REHAU conservatories bring new life and energy
to any home. With their exceptional build quality
and high performance products, life will never
be the same again.
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REHAU fabricators and installers have a reputation
for a thoroughly professional approach and pride
themselves on the friendly and knowledgeable
guidance they are able to offer at every stage
of design and installation.
The service is complete, right through from helping
you plan and choose the conservatory that best
matches your needs and property, to the attention
to details like planning permission and building
regulations. Nothing is left to chance.
Welcome to another world.
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ABOUT REHAU

If you are looking for that easy to
understand technical know-how,
great quality products and exceptional
service, look no further than REHAU.
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o.8 Value Triple Glazed Window

Combining cutting edge technology
and style that has established REHAU
as market leaders.

Innovative and exceptional

If you are looking for that easy to understand
technical know-how, great quality products and
exceptional service, look no further than REHAU.
REHAU are part of a global polymer group
that lead the way in identifying and introducing
renewable and energy efficient technologies
to both commercial organisations and
home owners.

REHAU’s innovative, high tech, high spec polymer
based products attract globally respected and
successful high profile customers such as BMW
and Mercedes.
Whether it is construction, the latest
automotive technology or the kitchen furniture
production industry, the REHAU brand stands
for unbeatable performance and technical
excellence.
Recommendations don’t get much better.
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REHAU are the largest producer of uPVC
window and door systems in the UK.

The best-kept secret

Founded in Germany in 1948, REHAU entered
the UK in 1962 and is a truly global company
established in 170 countries, with more than
15,000 employees.
They combine cutting edge technology and style,
that has established them as market leaders
with expertise and experience on a local level
that means their products are second to none.
REHAU were one of the first companies to produce
and sell uPVC window systems in the UK.

REHAU window and door systems are (produced
in our UK manufacturing plants and) supplied
through a network of selected independent
fabricators and installers, ensuring that you
get the services of a local company backed
by the resources of a global organisation.
There has never been a better time to
experience the massive range of subtle
and seductive styles on offer.
A reputation built to last.
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REHAU are commited to minimising
their impact on the environment.

Green and clean

REHAU’s green credentials speak for themselves.
For years they have championed environmentally
friendly products and production processes.
For REHAU, commitment to lowering their
carbon footprint is a clear and constant goal.
Every effort is made to continually re-assess
how their impact on the environment can
be minimised. For example 80% of all
manufacturing off-cuts are recycled into
new profiles.
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-- R EHAU hold the British Standards certification
BS EN 14001 for environmental standards.
-- R EHAU windows are rated A and A+ by the
British Research Establishment Green Guide
for Recyclability (www.bre.co.uk).
By choosing REHAU you can be rest assured
that you are choosing an environmentally
friendly solution.

Discover what REHAU
products can do for you

For more information on REHAU products, visit www.rehauhome.com
or ask your REHAU supplier for a copy of our product brochures.

A style to suit
every home

www.rehauhome.com
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